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Founded in Laon France, Noirot has been warming the 
hearts and homes of thousands of families for over 
75 years. Noirot sits at the very forefront of heating 
innovation and technology. 

The revolutionary Monobloc heating element is totally 
silent and the non-expanding front panel means 
no rattles or creaks whilst you’re keeping warm. 

Every Noirot panel heater is fitted with a precision 
thermostat that even after years of functioning maintains 
the desired temperature within 0.1 degree Celsius, which 
ultimately leads to reducing your heating costs.

It is this commitment to developing the latest technology 
and quality that allows us to bring to you our 
Noirot Lifetime Replacement Warranty. Comfort and 
peace of mind now means Noirot is for life.

Installing Noirot panel heaters is easy and the fittings 
are unobtrusive. A one piece bracket hidden behind the 
heater simply clicks in, making removal and cleaning 
easy. There is also the option of placing your heater on 
castors, so you can move your Noirot panel heater to 
wherever you need it the most. 

Our extensive range comes in many sizes for all
applications both domestically and commercially.

Noirot, a warmth you can trust.

Welcome to the start
of a warm relationship

Noirot Panel heaters take advantage 
of the natural process of convection 

to make heating more efficient, 
effective and safe. With convection, 
the air naturally circulates over the 

Noirot designed Monobloc element to 
push warm air back into the room. 

Stopping nasty dust and dirt particles 
circulating in the air.
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The Noirot range features 
a specially designed finned 

grill for the efficient and even 
distribution of heat

The Noirot range 
features rounded 
edges for safety

As air cools it falls
towards the floor 

and is drawn into 
the concealed inlet

Air rises over the internal 
Monobloc element as it is 

heated

Warm air exits at the 
front of the unit and 
is directed into the 
room

The Noirot Spot Plus range takes 
advantage of the natural process of 
convection to make heating your home 
efficient, effective and totally silent. 

The Noirot Precision Thermostat ensures 
that your room always maintains the 
desired temperature within 0.1 degree 
Celsius and prevents overheating and 
energy wastage.

Convection,
not convention 

Select from a wide range of Noirot models 
including non-timer, timer and Wi-Fi. Easy 
to use, all models feature a fully integrated 
thermostat, heat on indicator and a tip over 
switch for added protection.

*Timer reflects timer models only

Wide range

Heat that moves you 
Our panel heaters feature easy glide castors so 
you can take the warmth with you wherever you go. 
Simply slide your Noirot heater from room to room, 
plug it in and it’s ready to warm. 

How easy is that?

Noirot Spot Plus Panel Heaters are all wall 
mountable and portable. A one piece bracket hidden 
behind the heater simply clicks in making removal 
and cleaning easy. 

Or simply attach our easy glide castors to take your 
heater from room to room.



The Noirot Spot Plus heater is designed with pinpoint precision to heat specific areas, providing an extremely 
cost-effective option. With a completely silent operation, a sophisticated electronic thermostat and thermal 
safety cut-out, it’s spot on for reliability, economy and comfort. The Noirot Spot Plus comes with a zinc, 
polyester coated body with the added safety of round edges, childproof settings and a specially designed finned 
grill for the efficient and even distribution of heat. Like all Noirot heaters the Spot Plus range embodies the 
elegance and sophistication of European design, along with state of the art technology and energy efficiency. 
The Noirot Spot Plus heater, spot the difference.

Spot Plus heater
Hits the spot every time

Model Wattage Dimensions MM

7358-3
7358-3T
7358-3TPRO

1000 W: 420 H: 440 D:80

Available with or without timer

Model Wattage Dimensions MM

7358-5
7358-5T
7358-5TPRO

1500 W: 585 H: 440 D:80

Available with or without timer

Model Wattage Dimensions MM

7358-7
7358-7T
7358-7TPRO

2000 W: 745 H: 440 D:80

Available with or without timer

Model Wattage Dimensions MM

7358-8
7358-8T
7358-8TPRO

2400 W: 900 H: 440 D:80

Available with or without timer



Spot Plus
Timer Model

Spot Plus T-PRO
Wi-Fi Model

Spot Plus
Non Timer 
Model



MODEL SIZE APPROX RUN COST 
PER HOUR

ROOM 
SIZE ROOM STYLE

7358-3
7358-3T
7358-3TPRO

1000W 15 Cents 10 m2 Single Bedrooms, Ensuites, Bathrooms & Studies

7358-5
7358-5T
7358-5TPRO

1500W 22.5 Cents 15 m2 Double bedrooms, Bathrooms & Home Office

7358-7
7358-7T
7358-7TPRO

2000W 30 Cents 20 m2 Larger Bedrooms, Living,  & dining areas

7358-8
7358-8T
7358-8TPRO

2400W 36 Cents 24 m2 Larger living areas & Hallways

The following information provides guidelines on sizing the correct heater for each individual requirement, in order to achieve the 
most efficient and economical running cost. On average you will require 100 watts per square metre. 

Electric Panel Heater  
Running and Sizing Guidelines

Running costs are based on a 50% economy rate and using a tariff of 30 cents per kW hour. For a more accurate operating cost please check 
your power bill supply charge. Please refer to noirot.com.au for more information. 
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